Latest Rules on Releases For Government Workers

WASHINGTON—Here is the latest dope on Government's release and transfer policy. It was worked out by Mr. Director Paul V. McNutt, for Federal employees, but is recommended for all Federal employees.

First, if you should quit without notice, your agency will wait 30 days after your annual leave expires to take another Government job and 45 days to go into private industry.

However, and this is the kicker, you can't get a job even after leaving unless you get a "refer-ral" from the United States Employment Service. If you claim a release on grounds of hardship, you must be given a release. If your highest skill isn't being used, your agency of that, you will be given a release. If you are being cared for in UNRRA camps or are doing a highly satisfactory job, you will be given a release when terms of the agreement are fulfilled. The personal office of your agency must be notified immediately of such agreement, however.

For First-Rate People

Persons with a wide range of experience in different fields are still needed by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation for work overseas. Following are descriptions of the positions which are now open. The salaries offered are generally excellent, and will depend largely on the type of experience and present earnings of the applicant.

UNRRA Still Has Room For First-Rate People

People with a wide range of experience in different fields are still needed by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation for work overseas. Following are descriptions of the positions which are now open. The salaries offered are generally excellent, and will depend largely on the type of experience and present earnings of the applicant.

IT'S GOING TO BE COLD NEXT WINTER!

FUR COAT WILL KEEP YOU WARM
CIVIL SERVICE LEADER

TUESDAY, JULY 25, 1944

Short-Week Suggested For Govt. Mothers

WASHINGTON—The problems of women Government workers with children will be tackled at a "Working Mothers Conference" here Wednesday, under auspices of United Federal Women.

Dr. Arnold Gesell, of the Yale University Child Study Center, will head the field of child care, will lend his expertise to this conference for the working mothers. Gesell's lectures and interviews will be supplemented by films and recordings of his radio program "Child Study Cafe.

Big U.S. Need for Stenos, Office Machine Workers

There is a need for approximately 1,000,000 stenographers and 200,000 office machine workers. The majority of these vacancies are at Grade 2, however, for persons with one year's experience in ex-

Competition for Lawyers

The Coirmission is helpless to modify the status of attorney positions, it says.

"Likewise no one can say that the status of attorney positions has been brought into question by any prevalent theory of legal education. On the contrary, the need for more attorneys is recognized by practically every bar association. It is true that the status of attorney positions is not included in the civil service.
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Over 70, They Prefer to Stay in Civil Service

Another group of NYC employees—70—were granted leave by Mayor LaGuardia and agreed to stay in their civil service jobs.

Estimate Board Juggles Permanent Bonus for New York City Employees

The proposal to make the present cost-of-living bonus for New York City employees a permanent increase came on a 21-page report being drawn up by the Board of Estimate.

New York City employees who had been carrying extra duties and responsibilities for several months.

The Board of Estimate last week asked the Board of Transportation to make them the bonus permanent.

When it was brought to the Board of Estimate, chairman of the Civil Liberties Commission, said it was studying the proposal.

Persons who showed up to talk or listen about the matter were told that the Board's decision would be made on the matter when they have a chance to talk about it.

How It Was Handled

Here's how the resolution to grant the bonus was handled on the Board of Estimate.

Savage Attack on Fire Dept. Gag Rule

By FRANCIS KELLY

The "gag" rule in the NYC Fire Department which prevented employees from speaking publicly on disciplinary action, is being attacked in court by the Civil Liberties Union.

Commissioner Walter Walsh argues that it's illegal to prevent employees from speaking publicly on the Union's complaints.

The Board of Estimate to make necessary adjustments.

Fire Commissioner Walter Walsh argues that it's illegal to prevent employees from speaking publicly on the Union's complaints.

Commissioner Walsh made it clear to the men that they were free to make "true" statements that might help them. Mr. Walsh didn't like that idea either.

As a solution, Mr. Baldwin suggested that in a case where a fireman is being accused of making a claim, the man be given a chance to take written testament to the facts, or face a disciplinary action.

When Walsh "no like." This time his objection was that if the Fire Department trial, he would face severe penalties, including loss of promotional opportunities.

Here's How NYC Lists Are Moving These Days

Auto engineers (chauffeurs) are in demand in many NYC departments as certifications by the NYC Civil Service Commission.

Hospitals Department has vacancies for drivers and received 59 names.

The Office of the Borough President and the Board of Estimate have also received the list to make permanent assignments.

The Office of the Borough President and the Board of Estimate have also received the list to make permanent assignments.

The Office of the Borough President and the Board of Estimate have also received the list to make permanent assignments.

Bridge Operators

For example, the Board of Estimate, in an effort to get promotions for those who have been trying to get promotions for the last several years, has been trying to get promotions for them. The Board of Estimate made its first test on Thursday, May 14, 1944, to test operators for the next several months.

They have:

Firemen's Wives Organize On City-Wide Basis

Representatives of the Brooklyn and Manhattan Firemen and Friends last week went to the Council and won their request for a an anti-gag rule in the NYC Fire Department.

The various groups amalgamated into a single organization, representing the Firemen's Wives and Friends of Greater New York, and pledged that they would not carry out the firemen's "gag" rule.

The pressing issues were restated:
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Housing Workers Get Promotions

A small group of employees of the NYC Housing Authority and Buildings were added last week to the group of employees who received promotions.

They are:

Evelyn Nystrom, Robert M. Welsh and Gertrude Edelman at the Department of Public Works; and Philip Tesser at the Department of Sanitation.

To fill positions as Bridge Officers at $1,300, the Thruway Bridge Authority is canvassing the lists for Patrolman and Assistant Patrolman. Forty names were sent to the Authority.
Public Transportation:

New York City Department of Sanitation in New York, N.Y.

- The department's move is in response to employee complaints about low pay.
- The move is to prepare employees for higher positions.
- The move is to improve employee conditions and fill vacant positions.
- The move is to fill positions with employees who have been earning higher salaries.
- The move is to prepare employees for disciplinary actions and new duties.

Staff:

- Employees are given the opportunity to prepare for higher positions.
- Employees have been earning higher salaries.
- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
- Employees have been preparing for disciplinary actions.

Employee Conditions:

- Employees have been earning higher salaries.
- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
- Employees have been preparing for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been preparing for higher positions.

Disciplinary Actions:

- Employees have been prepared for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been prepared for new duties.
- Employees have been prepared for new positions.
- Employees have been prepared for higher positions.

Salary:

- Employees have been earning higher salaries.
- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
- Employees have been preparing for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been preparing for new duties.

Wage:

- Employees have been earning higher wages.
- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
- Employees have been preparing for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been preparing for new duties.

Conclusion:

- Employees have been prepared for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been prepared for new duties.
- Employees have been prepared for new positions.
- Employees have been prepared for higher positions.

- Employees have been earning higher salaries.
- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
- Employees have been preparing for disciplinary actions.
- Employees have been preparing for new duties.

- Employees have been preparing for new positions.
- Employees have been preparing for higher positions.
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- Employees have been filling vacant positions.
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- Employees have been preparing for new duties.
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- Employees have been preparing for higher positions.
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Employees Read LEADER, Get Shorter Work-Week

Employees of the NYC Health Department have just been informed of a change in their summer working schedule, and here’s how it happened.

Back on July 4, The LEADER ran a story about the City departments and how they changed their working schedules during the warm months. Workers in the various departments were amazed and delighted that they were putting in shorter hours than other municipal employees, according to the survey found that it was so.

This is the schedule which will be in effect this summer:

Daily: 8:00 to 5:30
Saturday: 8:00 to 12:30

The survey found that it was so.

The budget head points out that the average employee has been working over 8 hours and has had 2 or 3 or 4 Saturdays a week. Out of 4 or 5 Saturdays, a Health worker would put in one 9 to 12; and he would have 2 or 3 Saturdays off.

The survey found that it was so.

Anthony Paridisi, shoe-maker in the New York City Hospital, earns about 53 cents an hour, and he thinks that he should be paid more. But Anthony Paridisi, shoe- maker in the New York City Hospital, earns about 53 cents an hour, and he thinks that he should be paid more.

Shoe Soaemaker Disagrees with Budget Director

Shoemakers in private shops earn $1 an hour for a 40-hour week. But Anthony Paridisi, shoe- maker in the New York City Hospital, earns about 53 cents an hour, and he thinks that he should be paid more.

He thinks that he should be paid more. But Anthony Paridisi, shoe- maker in the New York City Hospital, earns about 53 cents an hour, and he thinks that he should be paid more.

Anthony Paridisi, shoe- maker in the New York City Hospital, earns about 53 cents an hour, and he thinks that he should be paid more.

Study of Welfare Dept. Posts Soon to Begin

Employees of the NYC Department of Welfare are facing another "study" of their jobs similar to the recent survey of the transcription workers. But this time, some tangible results may come through. As an example of the recent study is expected to be the new Department of Social Welfare set up under Mayor LaGuardia, it will be observed by the City department in order to share in the benefits. Among the objections of the State has been the departmental practice of making permanent decisions without the input of the employees. The Tenure Commission, which will be in charge of the survey, will begin in the very near future. Among other departmental
Civil Employees

**Vs. the Gag Rule**

JOHN CRANE, the New York City fireman who opened his mouth to defend the interest of the employee in the Fire Department, is still exiled in Staten Island, at a spot which—in addition to hours of work weekly—takes 2 or 3 hours to reach. At this writing, five fire lieutenants who spoke up are also exiled, although it seems they are in the presence with their fellow employees.

What point is served by the administration in keeping these men banished? The theory of gag-rule and punishment by informal orders of the day are the conjectures of Patrick Walsh surely accomplished nothing by giving Crane the boot. For his fireman, former residence in Staten Island, he represents a feasting sore that mars the relationship between the men and the department.

A call went out by phone to many of the others.

The decent thing to do is return to their former posts. And without inflicting upon them the ignominy of asking what they said and which they sincerely believe.

And that reminds us: There has been no decision in the case of Samuel March, the subway man with the good conscience, who has solidly resisted all inducements to sell his secret. And without inflicting upon them the ignominy of asking what his reason is. If the Board fears to let him go, he will remain at the helm of enterprises of qualified business men with whom he will, soon to be off the fire service, will have to do business. Where his conscience, who has now the NY Daily Mirror, as his employer?

The Board of Transportation gives no satisfactory answer in answer to that question. Is some fagging going on that should not be going on?

**Why Is the State Salary Board Delaying?**

A ND still the State Salary Standardization Board does nothing!

The Board, set up by law to hear salary appeals of New York State employees, carefully listened to 40 groups of two members a month of the last two months.

The Board knows of the need for revising salary schedules.

The Board has the power to act.

The money for adjustment is available.

But, why? Why do you think so? Why? Why IP. Newton J. T. Bigelow, head of the Board, has a good reason for the delay, the State's employees are entitled to know what that reason is. If the Board fears to act because administration pressure on it, that too is something the employees are entitled to know.

**Letters**

**Suggestion To Sanitation Dept.**

I WORK for the Dept. of Sanitation and when Wednesday comes around every week there's a further problem of where to dispose of other materials like grass, shorted parts of trunks, men, garbage, etc. Why should the officers of the dept. time like this to squeeze all the collections in one day. The, as paper, and mixed materials. The trucks stay out on Thursdays; the work can be split up this congestion? They could follow the same pattern on Wednesday and paper and mixed on Thursday. It makes the pick-ups all that much more perfect and not still aggravate all the waste.

MICHEL RENNA.

Sounds like a problem that the administration should act on. Can it be accomplished, Commissioner Carey?—Editor.

**Where Can We Find Qualified People?**

Here: There is a serious dearth of qualified business men in the administration, men who are willing to accept or retain responsible positions because they appreciate the dignity of the situation and who feel that the conditions of employment in the Federal Government would be more compatible with their conception of the moral and ethical standards to which they have been accustomed.

Many have sacrificed much in turning aside from their normal business pursuits to devote their energies wholeheartedly to the cause of vexatious problems forced upon the Government by a world at war. However, I believe that there is a way out of this situation.

Within the present ranks of civil servants who have solidly resisted all attempts to accept more remunerative opportunities, some of these men come up with the interest; many were attracted by the urge to continue the best of their best offers. The average of a civil service employee, could, with the encouragement of lesser opportunities for military service, is one who might be in their country's service during this dangerous time.

Givent the opportunity, many of these employees would be greatly increased degrees of responsibility if the opportunity to possess a technical group of governmental machinery and the supervision of its operation and orientation course would further seen fit to take upon himself positions of step into assignments of greater importance. The factors of training and up-grading would greatly relieve the present congestion of men skilled to handle a vast body of work.

**RE: TELEVISION**

5 FOR BEST LETTERS

1. **Commissioners and Others**
   
   Commissioners of New York City: it's a group of your colleagues applying for a new committee to receive complaints about the conduct of public officials.
   
   They feel Pat Walsh, of the Fire Department, is a hero, and as such, in case a problem presents itself, a commissioner and the administration seem prepared for some accommodation. In the case of Commissioner Alexander W. King, he is the head of the top medical administrative officer of the New York City Police Department. Can we, for a moment, let's imagine that if 4-F Civil Employees in Nathan Bromley, Chief of the City, ask for a commission, prepared for some accommodation? Can we, for a moment, let's imagine that

2. **Civil Employees**
   
   To Mr. J. F. A. Seem will fill his complaint to the position of New York City Police Commissioner. A press agent keeps his word. A press agent keeps his word.

3. **Civil Employees**
   
   Civil Employees to New York City Police Commissioner. A press agent keeps his word. A press agent keeps his word.

4. **Civil Employees**
   
   Civil Employees to New York City Police Commissioner. A press agent keeps his word. A press agent keeps his word.

5. **Civil Employees**
   
   Civil Employees to New York City Police Commissioner. A press agent keeps his word.

**NE LOOKS LIKE A LAWYER, SOUNDS LIKE A LAWYER, ACTS LIKE A LAWYER**

Description of the case of Samuel March, the subway man with the good conscience, who has solidly resisted all inducements to sell his secret. And without inflicting upon them the ignominy of asking what his reason is. If the Board fears to let him go, he will remain at the helm of enterprises of qualified business men with whom he will, soon to be off the fire service, will have to do business. Where his conscience, who has now the NY Daily Mirror, as his employer?

**How We Works**

In addition to providing for the rights of employees, the Civil Service Board also makes sure that salaries are fair and that there is no prejudice. When he makes to have a court appearance for the State, and even the judge thinks he's an attorney. Working under Mr. Petri, assistant deputy commissioner, he's in charge of labor law matters, division was set up in 1938, men, the Board was able to follow a skilled tradition working for the City must receive at least the prevailing rates for their type of work, and it is receiving some 10,000 City employees.

**What point is served by the administration in keeping these men banished?**

There has been no decision in the case of Samuel March, the subway man with the good conscience, who has solidly resisted all inducements to sell his secret. And without inflicting upon them the ignominy of asking what his reason is. If the Board fears to let him go, he will remain at the helm of enterprises of qualified business men with whom he will, soon to be off the fire service, will have to do business. Where his conscience, who has now the NY Daily Mirror, as his employer? Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to.

**Police Calls**

NYC Cops Can Talk More Freely

THOUGH NEW YORK City policemen have more freedom of speech than members of the Fire Department, while there is a logical rule preventing any police from speaking on the job about the department's activities against crime, there is no such provision against the policemen in public, in advertisements. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to. Sometimes it's embarrassing, his name on the Board. Do you know how many people are working on this case? For instance, there's a gripe bothering you, there's a problem that the administration is failing to give due attention to.

**Tuesday, July 25, 1944**
The State Employee

By CLIFFORD C. SHORO
President, The Association of State Civil Service Employees

In writing "The State Employee" as a regular weekly feature of The Leader, we are pleased to cultivate a spirit of comradeship among the employees of the State of New York. He is writing this column with complete liberty to express his own views.

A Fair Deal For Women

The STATE OF NEW YORK pays thousands of its women employees less than a minimum living wage. The State itself has determined that the minimum living wage for men in the State is $1,599.91. Of course, the present cost of living is higher, or well above the $1,599.91. This makes it imperative that we have the backing of the legislature to enact a new law which would cover women's wages.

The Department of Public Assistance, under the Feld-Hamilton law or another law embodying the same principles in salary and protection, have low salary levels. This will be accomplished only if all women in the State are treated as equals.

The State of New York pays thousands of its women employees less than a minimum living wage. The State itself has determined that the minimum living wage for men in the State is $1,599.91. Of course, the present cost of living is higher, or well above the $1,599.91. This makes it imperative that we have the backing of the legislature to enact a new law which would cover women's wages.

Workers' wages are notoriously lower than men's earnings, although their living costs are higher. Women's wages are not only lower than men's wages but are often fixed at rates far below the rates paid men in very similar positions.

Women Police Officers are paid lower rates than Police Officers (men). Married in prison's prisons and reformatories are paid less than the equivalent guards in our penal institutions, technicians, dental hygienists and nearly all the jobs in which women excel and therefore for qualifications are employed in these positions have low salary rates.

To a certain extent this is assured by the provision of the Feld-Hamilton law, that all persons holding the same title shall be paid equal rates.

Women have the distinct duty of seeing to it that the Feld-Hamilton law and all similar laws are strictly administered and that women are paid equal wages for equal work. This will be accomplished only if all women in the State service are ready to assert their rights.

State Employees Urged To Help With Farm Work

ALBANY—J. Edward Conway, President of the State Civil Service Commission, last week urged State employees to use their vacation time by working on farms. State offices are rapidly approaching another harvest season, and a call for volunteer help in the harvesting and processing of farm products is, therefore, inescapable. The work is strenuous, but it offers a chance to help neighbor and country.

The areas most in need of help are the Hudson Valley, the Mohawk Valley, the Southern Tier and the Southern Tier and the Southern Tier. The areas most in need of help are the Hudson Valley, the Mohawk Valley, the Southern Tier and the Southern Tier.

Last year many State employees volunteered for work on farms and in the food processing plants of the State. It is earnestly to be hoped that even more State employees will volunteer this year. The State has, in the past, given a very liberal vacation time for its employees. This year many State employees have requested equal vacation time. It is earnestly to be hoped that even more State employees will volunteer this year. The State has, in the past, given a very liberal vacation time for its employees. This year many State employees have requested equal vacation time.
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Additional War Service Contest Winners

Last week's LEADER listed the war supporting activities of Miss Leona Hudson, grand prize winner as the woman State employee who had given the best effort and the work which was performed by Miss Hudson in the interests of the war and won her a LEADER trophy as a punishment.

Following are the home front representatives from other women who were selected by General Services and Workers Committee, also worthy of LEADER trophies in the state.

Miss Janet Struble
Miss Janet Struble, Junior Librarian (Indexer) in the New York State Education Department in Albany, has been particularly active in the work of the American Red Cross. Her work with this organization has been over 500 hours, and she has been given a LEADER trophy as a punishment.

Miss Barbara H. Geoghegan
Miss Barbara H. Geoghegan won the Award as a Librarian (Indexer) in the New York State Education Department in Albany, and has been given over 500 hours of work.

Miss Barbara T. Heidenreich
Barbara T. Heidenreich, New York State Education Department, Albany, New York, has been particularly active in the office of the American Red Cross. She has been given over 500 hours of work, and has been given a LEADER trophy as a punishment.

Barbara T. Heidenreich is a supervisor of the Home Nursing Bureau. They have taken care of many patients in the state.
New York City
MEMBERS of the big NYC service union group who returned to work September 12 when the Executive Board did not hold its first meeting of the month. The agenda of the next meeting set for September 27 will be considered by the staff of the new Board.

Announcements from the State Building. All the gals are enjoying the waves is what we heard. A delegate to a post in New York is becoming another man who’s recovering from an operation. His tales of accomplishments are being told.

Several persons have been promoted the event. Mrs. John Y. are visiting the Children’s Home. Mrs. W. B. Van Volkenburgh is visiting the Children’s Home. Mrs. W. B. Van Volkenburgh is visiting the Children’s Home.

Progress Report On State Exams
Open-Competitive
JUNIOR CLERICAL WORKER, KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION. Examination on May 6, 1944. Rating of the written examination is in progress. Information as to test conditions held May 6, 1944.

STATE EMPLOYEES
from Camp Lee, Virginia, in the State Colleage Institutions.

A MEETING of the State Associated Chapter, executive council was held at the threaded Cherub’s nest, with a good attendance. Place. Miss Alice Harris, a member of the State Associated Chapter, is becoming another man who’s leaving for a post in New York.

New York State Department of Education

New York State Employees

New mid Used

Albany Shopping Guide

Health Services

Hobbies

receipt of black bass fishing around the State. All the children are waiting for the Administration Division to hold their first meeting. Everything is in progress.

The following positions are being advertised in the Albany Shopping Guide:

TREAT CRISPS
GOLDEN BROWN POTATO CHIPS
Always Fresh — At your delicatessen.
The increase in compensation for overplacement of the unemployed assists veterans in securing employment; certifies provided by law and assists claimants in the types of experience listed below:

When you have spotted the job that suits you, do down to the employment service foundation, 614 Washington St., New York City, where you'll get about 25% more than the salary because of overtime pay. And you'll need a certificate of employment in an essential occupation.

A. Television Engineer, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (1) Experience in a purely clerical capacity.

B. Inspector, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (2) Experience with an organization in one of the following fields: Electrical, Mechanical, Exhibits, Chemical, Radio, Television, Engineering, Illustrative.

C. Translator, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (3) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

D. Assistant Controller, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (4) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

E. Assistant Manager, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (5) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

F. Assistant Attorney, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (6) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

G. Assistant Librarian, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (7) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

H. Assistant Engineer, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (8) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

I. Assistant Accountant, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (9) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.

J. Assistant Manager, $3,300 to $5,300, Inclusive:
   (10) Experience in the personnel of the armed forces.
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**GROUP INSURANCE BENEFITS**

10 minutes from Times Square,
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By ferry.

**DERIANE BUTTON MACHINE COMPANY**

44-46 11th St., L. I. CITY
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Employees Human Too, Convention Is Reminded

CHICAGO—Representatives from Federal employee unions appeared before the Democratic National Convention here last week to discuss the conditions facing their members and better work relations.

The convention’s discrimination against Government employees for political reasons at the time and a half for overtime, as well as the continuing pay, instead of under a formula that gives them only a small increase, was among the issues presented to the country by the work force.

The Convention asked the President to set an example of economic stability and harmonious labor relations. The United Federal Workers of America presented a resolution to the Democratic National Convention calling for the following program:

1. The Employment Act of 1946 shall be a formula for workers comparable to those normally promised. Unions have worked a serious impediment to the economic fundamentals of a wartime government, their work must continue.

2. Full time and a half for overtime work, but that the current problems faced by Government workers with living costs have risen so sharply and the problem of living, living work, must be met.

3. There will also be a need for the recognition of the rights of workers to become members of unions.

4. An area in which the Convention’s program can be carried out is the establishment of a comprehensive health program on the Government for emergency care.

5. Government should assume the role of a model employer to set an example of economic stability and harmonious labor relations for industry.

6. To continue to extend the application of the Classification Act to all Government and set a standard to maintain its merit system.

7. The Convention resolved to support the Federal Employees’ Civil Service Act and the Civil Service Reform Act to extend the benefits of the other workers to those who have had no assistance in the service.

8. The Convention also called for the following:

a. That a formula be set up for Government workers comparable to those normally promised.

b. That the living costs of workers comparable to those normally promised should be met.

c. That a comprehensive health program should be established on the Government for emergency care.

9. That the Government should continue to set an example of economic stability and harmonious labor relations for industry.

10. That the Convention’s program be carried out in the establishment of a comprehensive health program on the Government service for emergency care.

Happy Irishman

Bought and Sells Any Car

Highest Cash Paid

1300 Jerome Ave.

(Next 17th St.)

TR. 8-3048

WE PAY THE LIMIT

FOR YOUR CAR

or STATION WAGON

BONDED AUTO SALES

Brooklyn

2101 Grand Concourse, Bronx

FURNITURE

BUY IN STOCK

HILTON COLUMBUS

388 86 AV. (52nd)

NEW YORK CITY
YOUR BLOOD CAN SAVE HIS LIFE

Blood plasma is ammunition.

Only you on the home front can provide that blood so necessary to carry on at the battlefront.

There are many others in your department who are helping to provide life blood for America's fighting men.

Have you done your part?

Call your Red Cross blood donor service today for appointment.

The pint of blood you give, painlessly, may mean the difference between life and death for someone's brother or husband or father.

In New York City

BLOOD DONOR SERVICE - 2 East 37th Street, N. Y. C.

Murray Hill 5-6400

This advertisement is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by

AMERICAN CHAIN LADDER CO., INC.
BREWSHER AERONAUTICAL CORP.
LIPMAN BROS.
"A FRIEND OF THE RED CROSS BLOOD BANK"
LEON A. AXEL LTD.
MUSHAH & FENCUS

COLONIAL ART DECORATORS, INC.
THOS. ROULSTON, INC.
BETTY BARNES BLOUSES
SOCIETY SPORTSWEAR
ENGLISHTOWN CUTLERY LTD.
"A SUPPORTER OF THE BLOOD BANK"
GENERAL BRONZE CORP.

SMITH-GRAY CORP.
BOBO WOOD PRODUCTS CO.
COCOLINE PRODUCTS, INC.
GARAGAN CONSTRUCTION CORP.
CHESTERFIELD BLOUSE & SPORTSWEAR CO.
NELPIN MFG. CO.
HENRY PAPE
Post-War Occupations

Continued from Page 1

war, very few trained; should be made use of for opportunities.

Finance

Financial managers who are proving very
strong possibilities will improve as rapidly as new capital is
sold to the market. Excellent prospects in international fi-
nance when London expresses. Foreign credits will be important.

Foreign Trade

Opportunities will exist for those with occupational training in
accounting, retail, marketing, etc. Most opportunities will be
abroad. Foreign languages will be very

Marketing

Very strong and will have Number
One rating as far as sales

Statistics

War has created big demand for these training because this training has widened consid-
erably. Many months during this
will prevent themselves into the post-

Physics

Another interesting trend is by war. Excellent opportunities will be

Sanitation Men

Sanitation Men Are Greatest

Blood Donors

Honorizing the Sanitation De-
martment for the highest percen-
tage of blood donors among
City department, the Brooklyn
Hea Council last week awarded
Certificate of Merit to Community
William F. Carey in his
office at 129 West 90th Street.

Sanitation Department employees
who have contributed blood to
Brooklyn, number 2,859, represent
approximately 96 per cent of the
total number of employees who the department has sta-

Baby Crawling Race

At Palisades

This afternoon, the sixth an-
baby crawling race sponsored
by the National Institute of
Health, was witnessed on the
free play area adjacent to the
Crawlers pool at Palisades. This unique event is
sponsored in commemoration
with the 125th anniversary of
the dairy service industry and

Two Departments

Want Hagar

Between the Municipal Civil Service Com-
gression Preamplar, the Presi-
dent of Manhattan, Philip

Good Private War Jobs Are Still Available

War jobs in private industry are available through the offices of
the United States Employment Service. Positions available are jobs
for which you apply, has already been filled, the U.S.S. will be able
to list.

Laborers

Laborers, in the foundry di-
vision of an aircraft plant in
Brooklyn, are being paid a 
15c bonus for night
work. Plant is in heavy
work. Must be strong
enough to move heavy
blocks. Apply at
JPM. The following jobs are open
in Brooklyn. The following jobs are open
in Brooklyn, 1156 St. & 4220 Peach. The

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

"And The Angels Sing"

in Person

FERRY PROMO

10 CENTS

JERRY WALD, His Clarinet and Orchestra

PARAMOUNT

TIME SQUARE

NOW AT THE STRAND

Warner Bros. Hit

"The Adventures of Mark Twain"

In person

and his orchestra of 30 instrumentalists

"AND "-

The Pitchmen

Strand

Bway & 47th St.

BETTE DAVIS

in Worser Bros. HIT

"MR. SKEFFINGTON"

with Claude Rains

BWAY AT 51ST ST.

HOLLYWOOD

Restaurants

Zimmerman’s Hungarian

AMERICAN HUNGARIAN

826 West 46th St., at 8th Ave.

Plymouth Restaurant

163 HENRY STREET, at CLARK STREET

Plymouth Restaurant

Elise’s DINING ROOM

975 ST. NICHOLAS AVE.

For Reservations: B. 116th St. & 160th St. Streets

SANDWICHES

PARAMOUNT

Anti-Continued

"MO-MO’s picture, "The Canter-
ville Ghost" will have its New
York Premiere at the Globe The-
nery on the 29th, this coming Fri-

Adams & Lee are beautiful and

HARBOR REST

SEA FOOD HOUSE, NEW YORK.
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Famous for

SHORE DINNERS * LOBSTER DINNER * BAKED CHICKEN

Wines and Liquors

Catering to Parties and Conventions

On the 3rd fl. at 116th St. & 3rd Ave.

MAST BUNNY HUNGRY" free suppers, basis of
"LUNCH & DINNER"

CALGARY'S

AMUSEMENT, PARO& NEW JERSEY

SWIM IN

WORLD’S LARGEST SALT WATER POOL

FREE to Entering Exhibitors, Hotels
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Free Parking

Bus Berth 10th Ave.
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Wholesale Acreage at Long Island's Largest Lake!

Because they realized they could get so much for their money from N. Y.'s LARGEST ACREAGE DEALER

Readers Of This Newspaper Are Offered:

1/4 Acre Plots at Wholesale Equal to 5 City Lots

$99 FULL PRICE, $20 DOWN, $1 A WEEK

We have purchased a Sportsman's Paradise and are subdividing it for you into little estates. They have everything you ever hoped for. And they are at Long Island's largest lake, where you can go Bathing, Boating, Fishing and enjoy all kinds of Healthful Recreation. When you own a quarter or half acre estate you enjoy the privacy that every home owner desires. You owe it to your children and yourself to see this property now. It's located just a little over a 60-minute ride from New York, at one of Long Island's MOST HISTORIC TOWNS, near STORES, SCHOOLS, CHURCHES and TRANSPORTATION.

INVEST FOR THE FUTURE

Don't be caught short! Buy a piece of America, the Land you love. History has proven that land prices soar when war ends. Therefore—WISE MONEY IS POURING INTO LAND! Come out and see how these little estates are being bought up by market-wise families, many of whom have profited by past experiences and who know what waiting too long means. This property is owned and sponsored by Long Island Acres, 500 Fifth Ave., New York City.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE ESTATE

In some sections, to insure greater privacy, we are selling no less than 1/4 acre plots, equal to 10 city lots, at our same low WHOLESALE price of $240 (2-quarter acres) $40 down, $1 a week, for 5 years. When your land is paid for, you can plan your "Year 'Round" Vacation or Retirement home and end your housing problems for all time.

OUR PRICES MUST GO UP!

We recently tried to buy more land at the same price we paid last year but found the owners of large desirable estates were asking and getting four and five times more than before. We will not be able to continue to sell at these amazingly low prices much longer—So Wise—ACT NOW!

LONG ISLAND ACRES

Box 1, CIVIL SERVICE LEADER

97 Duane St.
New York 7, N. Y.

Telephone CHickering 4-1408

Without Cost or Obligation on My Part Send Full Details of Your Wholesale Resort Acreage.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

READERS SHOULD MALL THIS COUPON TODAY